Upcoming Deadlines:
- Complete all models [11/18]
- Peer Review Form for the first set of deliverables [11/20]
- Software Requirements Specification (SRS) v1 [11/20]

Agenda:
- Feedback from first diagrams:
  https://drive.google.com/open?id=1QO_cfuEtt9okzxU5uGorVo-70NtKxxElG
- Update from Customer Liaison
  ○ Haven’t gotten a response from the customer yet
- Anything we need to clarify for the models?
  ○ We’ll be meeting up Sunday evening to work on putting everything together
  ○ Meet up at the Union, 7PM
- Assign tasks for 11/18 models
  ○ Review Use Case model
  ○ Review Domain Model - complete data dictionary
  ○ Complete State Diagram
  ○ Complete Sequence Diagram
  ○ Create v1 prototype

Tasks:
Satullo - brainstorm for the sequence diagram
Lawson - start creating the prototype for the
Ochab - update the domain model
Defensor - update the use case model
Renner - brainstorm for the state diagram